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Consider that an adequate classification system must be evolutionary, at least partially; it should be able to be extended as it is used. Of course, it should still have an ontological nature, especially considering recent advances in ontology-based languages, which have become even able to express behaviour. And the ability of combining several separate contexts will be increasingly important, because software development itself is already unfolding into many viewpoints and perspectives.

Such a classification system, when supported by a solid foundation, as provided by Description Logic languages [3], would make possible to actually integrate classification processes and ontological aspects into the Software Engineering mainstream.
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Abstract. After some previous comments, thoughts and self-justification, the talk will address first what the speaker understands about the concepts of Information Systems Engineering and Software Engineering from the research point of view. Some works from other authors about research approaches and facts on those disciplines will be presented and, in some sense, incorporated to the speaker’s claim. The talk will present and discuss the symptoms this research presents, in his view, showing some anomalies in respect to other engineering disciplines: lack of finalism, debate on formal methods, lack of results validation and sources of innovation. The talk then discuss an initial diagnostic based on the present teaching paradigms, in the immaturity of the field, and in the dominant research paradigm used by computer scientists. The talk finally outlines some possible solution lines, but in an open manner. The main claim of the talk is that our research in Information Systems Engineering has to adopt clearly the research paradigms used in classical engineering fields (mechanical, civil, electrical, etc.) as the right path for the evolution, industrial innovation and social impact of our disciplines.
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